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Ford Program Focuses On 'Ethnic Appeal'

nhpr issue
issnp of
nf Tho
In the December
The
pacifican the beginnings of the
pinto Project were reported. At
.hat time Ford Motor Company
loaned the students of the
Communication Dept. a Pinto
automobile for its use in a
research

project.

Now, four months into the
project the group has made a few
interesting discoveries.
The project, headed by Dr.
jlikels of the Communication
jjept., was concerned with what
ford Co. terms "Ethnic
Appeal." That is what the trends
0f car buying in certain minority

groups are.
The groups working on the
project, Dr. Mikels, Cynthia
Palmer Larry Siedman and
Randy Lawrence, distributed 500
questionoires on Pacific and
Delta campuses, and did "man
on
the
street".
style
distribution. The questionaires
categorized people on sex, age,
marital status, occupation and
race.
It determined likes,
dislikes and wants a person
would have as a car buyer.
Since the project is not
completed, the committee has
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not been able to collect and
present all the information they
will eventually be able to
release. It was discovered that
certain minorities are greatly
impressed with new features on a
car and that the idea of a car with
new extras and new designs is
found to be appealing.
Also, minorities who will have
an easy time getting financial
help in buying a new car will
usually take the first one they
find. That is, people with the
money will shop around, while
people with the need of financial
support will not.

One of the final discoveries of and the grants to these different
the committee is that advertising campuses are that Ford is trying
with members of minorities in to get to the campuses on an
them do not seem to make any academic level. Universities all
definable difference in the over the country put out majors
amount of appeal of that product. in
marketing,
business,
That
brings ' another advertising, etc., without the
interesting facet to what the majority of the people ever really
committee is doing: the four seeing the whole consumer/mar
people involved in the project are ket set-up. This project, and any
designing and laying out their others like the Pinto Project,
own advertising with a very would be an excellent way for
subtle style of ethnic appeal, not students with related interests
necessairily "minority" appeal. to experience the whole of
consuming
goods,
from
Mikels seems to feel that advertising appeal to final
Ford Co.'s reasons for the loans nurchasinv

Pacifican
ColSison Skid-Row House Needs Help
By LESLIE A. KAPP
There's an empty store $50 from UC Davis. Students
located at 738 E. Main Street in collected tables and chairs to
Stockton called the "New Place" furnish the place mainly through
which provides a haven for the private donations.
Intended as a spot to protect
city's bums, derelicts, and
transient workers. Under the these men from rains and cold
direction of Rick Gumbiner.a weather, the "New Place" also
Callison freshman, a group of has a supply of games, books,
Callison students run this shelter and magazines. Coffee is served
as a place for these people to go throughout the day and there is
even a box of clothing available.
when the weather is bad.
The students fashioned the Members of the staff spend a
couple of hours a day at the "New
New Place" after the original
skid-row house run by two Davis Place" overseeing the activities
students which was called "The of the men, and talking to many.
Place.'' It officially opened up on
Gumbiner became involved
March 1, receiving money for in this enterprise because the
r®t from various sources; $50
Stockton community has shown a
from the John Ballantyne dorm continuous disinterest in the
fond, $200 from Raymond problem over the years. He felt
College
and
another that "it is necessary that

Skid Rowites find a friendly place through Callison students

a the computer breaks down on you the day
jfa^ ®^ck the
•ress,. figure there are only two things to*
ng you only get a busted toe. And t
ie computer's sister and ask for ai a e.
were
our computer's sister ,s I' ^SoVfheCalAggie.
an and Jim, going 85 and 99 to th
dominated the
srtape madness and HyingTing'e
The guys at The
ming scene, as they pounded ou
P ^ ^ tQ U0P
ived them good-bye at 2 a.m.^an
^ gome tgn hours
staff was called and the sun b g
welcomed The
computer broke down, Fitzgerald sprinters w
i. And that is the week that was.

someone around here takes
action."
With the advant of warm
weather, the "New Place" will
close for the year on April 15, but
students are badly needed to help
run the project next year.
Hopefully, a location can be
opened up much earlier in the
year if enough students get
involved.
Gumbiner urges all those
students genuinely interested in
assisting to contact Ned
Greenberg, a Raymond student
who will be running it next year.

Maintenance
Explores
Unionisation
"UOP's employees have
traditionally been considered a
tight family unit and that's why
the hierarchy is against the
Union; the Union hasn't been
invited into the family,
stated
Cliff Webber,
a
business representative for the
Service Emplyees Union.
Last October the Service
Employees Union Local 22, AFL
CIO, came on campus to organize
and talk to the 104 eligible
employees of the Buildings and
Grounds Department of UOP in
order to acquaint them with
policies and benefits. UOP had
the same chance to offer reasons
why Maintenance workers
should not unionize before the
men the themselves would make
their own decision.
It is not legal during this
campaign period for either side
to attempt to intimidate those
involved with coercion or
threats, as this would constitute
unfair labor practices and taint
the election.
A secret ballot election was
continued on pg. 10

Crime in the Dorms revolves around the too friendly residents.

Rub Out Rip-Offs
By LESLIE A. KAPP
"This year's reduction in
incidents of reported crime and
abnormal behavior would seem
to indicate that it is safe, if not
safer, to live on campus rather
than off campus," stated Jesse
Marks, Co-ordinator of the
University Residences.
Marks, who also acts as the
Director of South West Hall,
attributes the decrease in
campus crime since last year to
several factors.
He cited the 24-hour lock-up
system used by nearly all of the
15 campus residences as one
means of preventing crime.
Students are cooperating in
keeping the dorms locked up
around the clock, thereby greatly
reducing the possibility of
outsiders gaining entry.
Another factor contributing
to the decrease in campus crime
has been the increase in
security's duties. According to
Leslie A. Smith, Head of UOP
Security, there is an increased
number of officers on patrol at
night. At varying intervals,
security officers patrol the first

and ROGER RUBY
floors of all dorms four times a
night. Their presence, which is
met without hostility from the
students on the whole, helps to
deter less bolder prowlers.
In an interview with Smith, it
was not possible to obtain
statistics comparing last year's
crime rate to the present level of
crime. Smith stated that it is not
only impossible to make
comparisons since this year is
only three months in progress,
but it is also undesirable to make
public such figures. According to
Smith, even the FBI does not give
out figures in an attempt to deter
further crime.
Other sources of protection
for the student and his
possessions have cropped up on
campus. Steel ring devices which
have been implanted in concrete
to supply lock-ups for bicycles
have contributed
to the
prevention of bike thefts. Even
the speed bumps in the street in
front of South West Hall have
resulted in a drop in the number
of Stockton low-riders who cruise
continued on pg. 2
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Pre-Fab
Term Papers
Unethical

cont. from pg. 1

Rub Out
by the dorm.
Last month, however, an
unprecedented incident occurred
which casts coubt over the theory
that campus life is indeed
evolving into a safer one.
Two young men forcibly
entered two rooms in the
dormitories, (one in Wemyss
the other in South West) made
demands for money and escaped
with both cash and stereo
After months of planning and
deliberation,
the University
Without Walls program was
passed by the Academic Council
at their last meeting. The
proposal will now go to the office
of the the Academic VicePresident, Dr. Alistair McCrone.
Members of the UWW
committee hope that approval
will come quickly so that the
program can be implemented
this fall.
University Without Walls is
an experimental program
providing an alternative to
undergraduate education. It
would serve a broader student
base outside of the normal
classroom and award academic
credit leading to a B.A. degree.

197;

Rip-Offs
equipment. The alarming act is
that the intruders were described
as having' 'displayed a weapon."
Marks stated that this is the
first occurrence of an armed
robbery at UOP. He added, "I
only hope that this isn't an
indication of a trend to come to
the UOP campus."

Term papers companies tha,
sell to college students ha
grown so large, according to th*
April issue of Esquire, that thev
have
become
multi-miiiji
dollar concerns.

Neverthless, the student can
play a major role in keeping the
crime rate from increasing by
observing the 24-hour lock-up, for
example they would reduce the
possibility of a crime occurring
within the dorms. Any suspicious
characters should be reported to
security.
With spring vacation upon
us, it would be a wise idea to clear
your room of any valuables, like
stereos or expensive clothing.
Preventing crime from occuring
falls on everyone's shoulders.
Perhaps some of these photos
will give you ideas of how you can
fulfill your role as a concerned'
student living on campus.

Term paper files are now
handles by firms that do
nationwide business and in some
instances have 800 numbers so
that patrons across the country
can call in their orders toll free
One company, according t 0
the Esquire article, maintaineda
file of over ten thousand papers
and issued a catalogue of its
wares. Term papers written to
order went for $3.85 a page, while
catalogue papers sold for $2.00 a
page.
Said one owner of a
termpaper company, "All of my
employees
are
college
graduates. The writers all have
at least M.A.'s and most of them
havePh.D.'s. Except for maybe
the Rand Corporal ion, I probably
have the most highly educated
staff of any company in the
country."
There is little to be done
however, to prevent circulation
of the store bought papers
reports Esquire. According to
Stephan Mindell, a deputy chief
in New York's Bureau of
Consumer
Frauds
and
Protection who handled the
state's prosecution of a term
paper company, "The sad partof
this whole business is that if we
close down enough of these
companies and get them togoout
of
business,
or
even
underground, all we'll succeedin

Many locks don't foil bicycle thieves.

Another invitation for an easy entry.

reducln|!|,rul,l
Callison Variety Hits Community "an,mi815
acceptable level." °""
Is your apartment locked?

FLOWKRS BY
SILVIRIA

Photos by Greg Simpson

CAClFlC
2314 PACIFIC AVE.

462-6616

Callison
College
has
developed a free lecture and
performance
series
for
community and high school
groups.
Both Callison faculty and
students are involved in the

BooR

$Kews

project, which involves topics
ranging from Chinese brush
painting and the modernization
of Japan to a student's costumed
demonstration of Indian dance.
The various topic categories
are education, art, history,
international
relations,
literature
and
drama,
psychology, philosohpy, music
and
dance,
issues
and
interpretations in the modern
world, and impressions from
abroad.

Have you ever needed a shirt but were too
hungry to go shopping for it???
Well, now something
uniquetravel to:
YOU WILL RECEIVE
PERSONAL ATTENTION
FROM "J|M ' SILVERIA
ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
AND PLANTS
DECORATIVE CANDLES
DISTINCTIVE GIFTS FOR
All OCCASIONS

FLOWERS FOR*
EVERY OCCASION
FUNERAL DESIGNS-SPRAYS
WEDDINGS-BANQUETS
DECORATIONS
FLOWERS TELEGRAPHED
ANYWHERE

FREE DELIVERY IN
STOCKTON AREA

152 LINCOLN CENTER 477-4408
7 N CALIFORNIA
464-4891

•that

john clothing.*

•••••••*•
Eat a delicious "french roll" from our grill
(sub-station) any way you want it- and
shop for your pants, shirt, or tie (etc.) at
the same time.
_j^ Reasonably priced chow +
and duds.
Sound good??? Stop in
and try it!
.
•

2024 Pacific Av.

*

it

FOR MEN

466-5881

ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES
Free Delivery and Gift Wrap

BRIDAL REGISTRY
3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

One student said that
cheating "doesn't b o t h e r me as
much as flunking the course
would. Once you start using
those things, you're more or less
hooked. You can't take C s an
D's, when you know you coul
(CPSI
buy A's and B's.

The Pacifican is a publication o
Associated Students, University #
Pacific and is published weekly du^n(s!,
academic year. Entered as seconl((jce
matter October 24, 1924 at the Post
^
Stockton, California, under the *
March 3, 1897. Subcription year.
Telephone 946-2114- Me"1
College Press Service and -- ^
Educational Advertising
Lexington Avenue, New York.
'.jfl
All material copyright The Pacific

Big Brake, Inc.
American-Foreign Car5
6211 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, California 95207
(209) 479-6547

Bendix

Firestone Tires
Brakes,
Monroe

Shocks
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adequacy Of Student
Health Center Questioned
V

GEORGE

BLAUFUSS

Across the levee the UOP

Center stands to help the
• kand injured. It provides care
*\jCes for a fee of $35 a
Snestera lot for those who do
* use it and a pittance for
jege hypochondriacs.
' lnside, is the Health Center
•adequate place to aid the sick?
e Director, Dr. Arthur
VDonnell, feels that Pacific has
# of the top health centers of
my college and is comparable to
j,y its size and capacity.
' Cowell isn't anything like a
ospital because of its lack of
acilities. "Laboratory services
provided by the student
galth center through an outside
;aciiity", said O'Donnell, who
ieelsthat sufficient laboratory
lould add a lot to the center"
prescriptions given by a doctor
jthe health center can be filled,
iree of charge, in the Pharmacy
Building. Another addition that
ODonnell would like to see is the
addition
of
quality
X-ray
equipment, but funds infer that
is impossible at this time.
Cowell doesn't provide an
iptomitrist or dental care, but
Joes
include
general
petitioners and various other
licensed M.D.'sinitssraff. There
is also a substantial number of
licensed nurses on the staff, with
it least one nurse on duty at all
lours.

J

Some students had different
ipinions, through experiences
concerning
Cowell.
Chris
Equinoa received a recent
njury, mass hemotoma, to his
to in a UOP baseball game.
causes bone bruises, and if
untreated can cause gangrene.
The Health Center is
feigned for any "student with
®illness or injury". If the injury
insufficiently severe the student
may ve put to bed in Cowell for
further diagnostic check-ups and

Read
for
your
life.
r«te

'
illustrated
catalogs now
available!

treatment. It is not designed for
surgery or broken bones.
He went to'the center on a
Saturday night and askedto see a
doctor The nurse gave him an
ice pack and darvon until contact
with the doctor was made. The
doctor, Arthur O'Donnell, gave
an antibiotic prescription over
the telephone for the injury on
the description given to him by
the nurse. No examination for
infection or history for allergies
was obtained. The nurse told
Chris that the doctor would be in
at nine o'clock Sunday morning
and to come back at that time for
an examination. Equinoa was
untreated
for 12 hours.
O'Donness arrived at 10 a.m.,
gave the area of discomfort a
quick look, prescribed more heat
for it, and added, "plenty of
rest". Heat stimulated the
swelling, and also the dead blood
tissue was not discharged,
discharged.

Weberstown Mall
open 5 nights
until 9 p.m.

Teachers-To-Be Focus On Learning Centers

Learning center ideas that
New projects for the coming center, a lending library, and a
encourage
exploration
and year include a student-services periodical newsletter.
Not feeling secure about his discovery on the part of the
treatment, Chris went to his student, were recently presented
team nhvsician. Dr. John Blinn. at an ASSE sponsored workshop
who put it on ice, gave him for teacher education students
enzymes and then released tne and interested faculty members.
dead blood tissue. The physician
Mrs. Marie Dhority, a
On farming Kverv Monday
gave the problem plenty of Teacher Corps teamleader at
attention
and consideration Van Buren Elementary School,
In Front Of ASUOP Office
without a rushed in-and-out and focused the activities on the
"Next?"
types and uses of learning
Terrariums and Hanging Plants ^
centers. After an introductory
Some cases, though hard to explanation, students gathered
Main LocaUon
find, have been good. Kelley ideas and prepared their own
463-1466
332 N. California
Watson had a bad burn to her centers from those on display.
face and eyes. She went over to
the health center and feels that
An important announcement to every
C-CN-43
she was very nicely received by
the on-duty nurse. The nurse
student in the health professions:
"was very considerate and
comforting, called the doctor to
get a prescription for an
ointment to help the burn clear.
Watson was gone in 15 minutes,
the end of the treatment.

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.

sincm

1956

VILLAGE #

THEY COVER TUITION AND
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN
ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WELL.

ORIVE-IN service
„

w,.

PROTECT YOt£ "EASY
CARE" GARMENTS
WITH OUR

ECONOMICAL
"CLEAN ONLYSERVICE
A POUND MINIMUM

45

par pound

Mo w a i t i n g — ^
the work lor you-

4774679
family Book Store

Workshop members explore student discovery ideas at School of
Education sponsored meeting.

901 Lincoln
Monday thro Friday
_ —^
aa n o.m.
7:30
a.m. to
S3t.8o.rn.to I P-m'

OPEN:

If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition
will help you continue your
professional training, the
scholarships just made pos
sible by the Uniformed
Services Health Professions
Revitalization Act of 1912
deserve your close attention.
Because if you are now in a
medical, osteopathic, dental,
veterinary, podiatry, or op
tometry school, or are working toward a PhD in Clinical
Psychology, you may qualify.
We make it easy for you to
complete your studies You're
commissioned as an officer as
soon as you enter the pro
gram, but remain in student
status until graduation. Amh
during each year you will be

on active duty (with extra
pay) for 45 days. Naturally,
if your academic schedule
requires that you remain on
campus, you stay on campus
-and still receive your active
duty pay.
Active duty requirements
are fair. Basically, you serve
one year as a commissioned
officer for each year you've
participated in the program,
with a two year minimum.
You may apply for a scholar
ship with either the Army,
Navy or Air Force, and know
that upon entering active
duty you'll have rank and
duties in keeping with your
professional training.
The life's work you've cho
sen for yourself requires long,

hard, expensive training.
Now we are in a position to
give you some help. Mail in
the coupon at your earliest
convenience for more detailed
information.
Aim*4 Fami lihiliriM»«
C-CN4J
I'airtml CHy.
T8I66
I 4#«ira i»(*raiti«i far tka Mhviat
] Army Q Nary H Air Farra
* M«4.e*T Oat«a*a«Mc Q Daatal
Jj Otfcrr
VHirttry
Pfl4«atn*
I PIim MOrifyl
•

-l*p-

Ta ereAwta », i Moatfc) I Yrar) (Dtrrn)
Data of Mrth _ iMooUO (Day I (Yiwl
itry MR aaailaMa l« Air Forr* Frocram
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opinion
A Dirty Business

"BECAUSE IT'S CHEAPER, THAT'S WHY —
NOW SHUT UP AND EAT YOUR GREENS.1r"

Constituent Groups and ASUOP
ASUOP constituent groups are represented by a
senator if they collect 100-plus signatures of ASUOP
members. The new constitution allows for these
groups in an effort to balance the present mis
representation which makes each Callison voter
equal to 108 COP voters.
So far a few groups and individuals have pickedup petitions from ASUOP constituent groups.
Sororities, fraternities, ethnic interest groups and
several independent associations are represented.
It is important to complete these petitions if you
want a senator in the May 1 budget session. We hope
that many more people will take advantage of this
opportunity and will not sign their names
frivolously to a petition - you can sign only one.
However, at this point the Elections Committee
which is to check the petitions does not exist. And
the procedures for checking are not drawn up.
We strongly suggest that when the committee is
et up that it check each petition in detail. It will not
help the reputation of ASUOP or the office of ASUOP
sen ator if room is left for cheating on these petitions.
We believe that each constituent group should
be assured that every other group and senator
genuinely represents 100-plus ASUOP members.
For this reason, The Pacifican is ready to challenge
each and every petition if the ASUOP election
committee does not.

Pacifican
Karen Welz
[ditor-in-Chief

Dayna Petersen
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Circulation

I find, to my disgust, that The
Pacifican sees fit to accept
advertising from groups whos
business it is to undermine
everything that this and every
other university stands for
intellectual creativity and
honesty. As you probably know,
organizations which provide
college papers for students are
now illegal in several states.
Unfortunately this is not yet the
case in California. This does not,
however, relieve The Pacifican
of
certain
ethical
responsibilities.
1 can only wonder what it is
that you and your fellow editors
believe a university to be all
about. Perhaps your definition
includes professional
plagiarism; mine does not.
I would urge you to re
examine your relationship to this
community
and
the
responsibilities which you have
taken upon yourself as a
journalist in an academic
setting. Your present policy is
shameful.
Cortland Smith
Assistant Professor
Political Science

An Honorable Appeal

Vegetarians Unite
One
while Ii sat complacently crunching my bacon, %
One fine
tme day
aay wmie
. „ . table conversation unexpectedly
nnpxnectedlv turned
turned to
to the
the hm-*;
breakfast
burnim
issue of the meat boycott. While we in UOP dining halls havebeet
enjoying (or not enjoying) meat dishes every day, families across the
country have been going vegetarian. The result in some cases has
been a ten per cent drop in meat prices. However unless the boycott
continued for at least another week, prices will actually rise an
average of one and a half cents per pound next week.
Even as an ivory tower dweller, I cannot feel entirely remove
from events happening in the "outside world.'' My situation is similar
to that of the prince in Poe's story about the plague. This particular
prince walled himself up in a remote castle to escape the blackdeath.
But death in the form of a party guest, got him anyway.
Petitions were circulated two weeks ago to determine if UOP
would support the boycott by going meatless. Not enough signatures
were obtained to be significant. I never even saw a copy of this
petition.
.
Pound for pound steaks are more expensive than Cadillacs,
Lower income and even middle income find it hard to raise families
on macoroni and cheese. Students living off-campus are having to
to peanut butter. As a large buyer, UOP kitchens could be
instrumental in helping to lower outrageous prices.
a
fterthought I plan to join the boucotters by going meatless
fox uie remainder of the boycott. 1 invite other students (not presently
vegetarian) to join in a show of sympathy for the boycott by
abstaining from meat products.
By LYNNE ABELS

perspective

I am appealing to you, since
With the nation's housewives already angered over the cost of
you mention the honor code on
page 3, to consider whether the living, wholesale prices soared 2.2 per cent in March, posting for the
policy of The Pacifican should second month in a row the sharpest climb in years.
include the continued running of
The commodity with the greatest interest is meat and the
an ad for illicit term papers. If
resultant fad to boycott meat products represents a strong consumer
outside "authorities" tried to
keep something out of your disenchantment with Mr. Nixon s price ceiling.
paper, you would be right to fight
There has been much speculation on the effects of the boycott but
for your freedom to print. But I most economists agree that though a dramatic gesture there is little
think your inside conscience chance it will lower prices. Some are predicting that it may have the
should cause you to politely effect of raising prices in the long run.
reject preferred ad contracts for
It is easy for the consumer tosay we need a larger supply of cattle
the sale of papers.
Jerry Briscoe to meet with increased demands. In our day of modern technology
many urban dwellers feel that all that is needed is to run the cattle
through some wonder drug and we will increase herd size.

Idyls of Bureaucracy

A survey I'conducted as part
of my doctoral dissention entitled
Id-showed conclusive results
regarding certain causative
relationships connected with the
recent tuition increase.
Ninety
per
cent of
the students affected by the
increase were found, in the
course of the fiscal year, to have
indulged in"heavy petting" and
what is colloquially referred to as
"frenching."
The remaining
10% of the students were found to
be blatantly lewd.
This all points to a causative
relationship
between
the
incidence of said occurrences
and the tuition increase. The law
of universal Karma clearly
shows that one cannot escape the
consequences of ones' actions.
I wish that students at this
university would put blame
where blame is due. You are now
approaching the time of life when
young adults begin assuming
responsibility. I'd like to see a
more mature outlook in the
future.
Dean Gluck
Dept. of Lecanthropy

Consumers do not understand that that boosting beef supphes1^
three-to-five year task. Decisions made today to increase the sizeo j
herd won't be felt in the marketplace until 1976. Ranchers can tspe
up the process or produce more beef even if they added over i
shifts.

It is a fact that
soaring
u.Mi, o
uui in
{personal
J V I o v n u i incomes,
i i i w i u v u , caused by theboon^
economy
vwnuuij wuvv,
have licxpcu
helped to
LU bring
U1 Ulg about
UUUUl the
LUC piCOLlll
present Oiiuuw.
situation. L"
Mathis, an agricultural economist at the University of Florida :> ^
that "One of the first things people buy with higher incomes is'11^
and better beef. As the recession ended, the public's buying P°;
soared."
anchers
The crucial point in the whole conflict is whether cattle ra v(
cuti
are frightened into reducing their herds. Wayne Stephens, exe^,^
director of the Florida Cattlemen's Association explained,
(
got to get supplies' back up before prices can go down.' It the boy^
s
scares producers he says, they could be discouraged from inctea
• ever^
the size of their herds. If that happens, prices will eventually
higher than they are today.
6

American
be very
very lsuiauuiuai
isolationist °r'eIlte(J'ee0
o
, The average rinici
itdii tends
itiiius to
iu ue
ails to include the rising prosperity and demand i n J a p a n and so
the European countries as a determinant
lor
ueierminani of
oi higher
mgner prices
pi n-w —Traditionally, farmers and ranchers have received thebr
criticism for higher prices. For a long time says economist
ranchers have received a pretty low return, now their pro 1
comparable to urban businesses.
None of the reasons for higher prices relieves the responsible
the Nixon Administration and its floundering domestic Pol'c$
nstead of spending time on consumer boycotts howevei
effective pressures should be placed on our elected ollicials-

It#1

By STEPHEN SI

19)3
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pacific Pioneers Music Therapy
By SUZIE RODIER
Music
Therapy
is
a
latively new field which has
rused a great deal of interest in
realms of
professional
iherapy- Since the 1940's UOP
been one of the foremost
(intributors
in
establishing
,lllSic therapy as an increasingly
useful major.
Mrs. Genola Spoonhour,
chairman of
music
acting
iherapy in the Conservatory of
Iiisic, described it as "the
scientific application of music to
reach specific therapeutic goals
in order to influence changes
i behavior"
Music therapy can be useful
people of all ages and may be
applied to a great range of
(andicapped people including
mentally
retarded,
emotionally disturbed, blind,
leaf, cerebral palsied, crippled,
and deprived or disadvantaged.
Some educators feel it is also a
fantastic learning aid for normal
school children.
Music therapy is eRen
aligned
with
occupational,
speech, physical and re
creational therapy. In therapy
situations, where the patient at
times feels put "on the spot," he
is encouraged to express himself
musical
creativity,
through
Aether beating on a drum with
an elementary
rhythm
or
composing a complicated piece
In
speech
therapy,
music might be used to aid in
establishing the correct rhythm
in a person's speaking manner.
Music may help to make the
exercises for physical therapy
more enjoyable. Music may also
ke simply and very successfully
implemented as a reinforcer of
desired behavior. It may be
adapted to any level of musical
competency and to any size
group.
The National Association for

Music Therapy was founded in
1950. UOP, however, acted as a
pioneer in this field, as in the
1940 s it was the first university
west of the Mississippi River to
establish a department in music

therapy. Pacific was, in fact, one

of the first three universities in
the U.S. to adopt music therapy
into the curriculum. Presently
music therapy is offered as a
major at 26 universities
throughout the U.S.
The program for music
therapy majors at UOP consists
of a four year curriculum that
begins second semester of
freshman year and includes at
least one hour a week of therapy
experience. Presently there are
18 facilities in Stockton which
accommodate UOP students.
Upon graduation students
carry out a six month internship
in a clinical environment, and
then receive a B achelor of Music
degree in Music Therapy.
Employment may be fond at
state
hospitals,
Veterans
Administration hospitals, men
mental health clinics, public
schools or private clinics.

Parent Volunteers Involved
In UOP Teacher Corps Program
Pacific, which pioneered the us to complete projects we schools," declared Montano.
undergraduate Teacher Corps in otherwise
wouldn't
have
There is a limited amount of
the
U.S.,
established
a started."
funding
for
the
volunteer
Volunteer Teacher Corps in four
However, both Remus and
program from the federal
Stockton schools, Van Buren, Manuel Montano, UOP Teacher
government, and at Van Buren
Washington, Nightingale and Corps director, agree that the
this only involves some 120 hours
Hazelton, to involve parents of most beneficial aspect of the
per month for three parents. The
elementary age students in the program is not the work the
total monthly hour figure is much
educational process.
parents do, but getting them to higher, Remus explained,
Teacher Corps involves the the school and interested in their because
the
three donate
training of teachers from low children's class activities.
considerably more hours than
income
backgrounds
for
"The most important part of the minimum. Also, other
assignments in underprivileged •this entire project is the
Also, other volunteers the
neighborhoods. The student development
of
school- Teacher Corps personnel have
interns in the UOP program have community relations and having
recruited work countless hours in
been credited with recruiting the the parents of these youngsters
various capacities for no pay at
volunteer parents.
be a positive force in their
all.
At Van Buren, where the
volunteer program started last
summer, parents help in a
variety of projects that include
tutoring assistance in reading,
cataloguing reference material,
developing art programs,
preparing lesson plans for their
projects, arranging bulletin
They do not love
boards and assisting teachers
that do not show their love.''
and interns as teacher aides.
William Shakespeare
"There never seems to be
enough people to get all the
things accomplished that you
would like done," explained Van
Choose Keepsake
Buren Principal Frank Remus,
with complete confidence,
"but these volunteers have been
because the famous
tremendous. They have allowed

Keepsake Guarantee
assures a perfect
engagement diamond
of precise cut and
superb color. There is
no finer diamond ring.

R E G I S T E R E D

D I A M O N D

R I N G S

VILLAGE OPTICAL
Formerly

MACEY-TRESS
Rings from $100-510,000
T-M Reg. A. H. Pond Co.

FOR EYEWEAR
INALLSHAPES
ANDSHADES

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus
full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25*.
S-73

NameAddress-

City State-

-Co-Zip-

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201

^8 LINCOLN CENTER

478-5870
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MIRACLE

PLAYERS

Producer-director-actor Joseph Lillis.

On

Miracle
•t•
Avenue
' MIRACLE PLAYERS discuss their magic tale on the set.
By ELLEN POWELL

Take one large building, add
cast oils f rom nearby junkyards,
mix in $1800, and what do you
have? Would you believe a
drama production? 11 would take
a^ .in.
miracle
the
uuc to
w accomplish
cn-(-uiiipiisn what
wnai me
Miracle Players have attempted.
But Irom the beginning the

r1

•

i

•

i

The Miracle Players is the
oraincnna
brainchild ol
ol producer/director
Joseph Lillis, a UOP drama
major. He wants the chance to

NEW PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
NEW ELECTRIC AOOINO MACHINES
•INT—TO OWN

$10 per month — all rent applied on purchase
Keep until paid for or return any time.
No tricks — No gimmicks —No Interest.

•

i

^tockTon

*§jfypewriiter Ca
I

company has been experimental
- a venture into the labyrinthine
world ol show business.

«•.

[

• Downtown—241 E. Mnw]
• Lincoln Cantor Norm
• todi—1B7 W. Una St

a?a »fc».

I

•

I
I

I

•
m

ttfu,,_.J

direct and to give talented people
a chance to experiment with
theatre. In the 1all ol 1972, Lillis
set out to build his dream'into a
reality.
He literally started Irom
scratch - he had no cast, no
theatre and no capital. Friends
and lriends ol iriends were
recruited to till the roles in a
production ol Cabaret and lorm
some semblance ol a company
In return lor doing some
children s shows the Weberstown
Community Hall was obtained
and converted into a theatre.
The set was constructed
irom "odds and ends that we
borrowed, begged, or stole," as
one cast member described it.
From out ol the depths ol
Weberstown
a
production
emerged.

PAYLESS CLEANERS

Quaint and Charming
Pun Nostalgia

All the same, Cabaret was an
expensive experience, sung to

Men s and Women's
Laundry Service

477-0016

j
1

prod "'r
Most ol the
Production costs were covered by
°r sales, though, and Lillis was
so optimistic about the Mteade
ayers that he decided to find a
permanent theatre.
In December '72 the Miracle
Players moved to their present
location at 2333 Pacilic Ave„ue
and converted an old jewelry
store into a new home. There in
01

7555 Pacific Avenue

I
THE
" OAKRIDGE SALOON

everyone helped with every
aspect ol the production costumeSi set and pu51icity
I *1 was a tremendous sense ol
achieving a group goal " he
explained.

iterations

j

IS ALIVE

Photos by Norm Dem
the next lew months
pertormed the musical
Sing
Happy,
and I
rehearsals 1or Company.
It was during C'ompan
some serious problems ;
Besides the crucial tin;
situation, morale, accordi
Lillis, "went down the dr
Tension built up as Lillis le
pressures ol school load
theatre
commitments,
become increasingly den
ing.
The first
m
conlrontation came when 1
replaced an actress in Ironto
entire cast. Several ol the
members ol Company bee;
very disillusioned with
organization and relused to
any lurther shows.
"H (the Miracle Playt
started as a great idea ant
could
have
been quite
miraculous thing. There wen
great number ol talented peo|
involved. The only problem w
the Miracle Players is the quo
director,
Joseph
Lillis
remarked one member. AsLil
summed up, "Company wasoi
lirst real loss."
Company's loss, howeve
was compensated lor by ''
success ol their next production
Neil Simon's Star-Spangled Gir
It s a good show, but we'
lucky. It's all due to thegeniuso
the author," admitted Lillis-

" What good issitting alone in
your room? Comehear the music
play, sang Regia Guidon. Many
people took up the invitation and
went to see Cabaret, the lirst play
presented
by the Miracle
Players.
"People went to have a good
time and see their iriends "
refected Lillis. "It was high
school almost."
Cabaret taught the Miracle
Players a great deal. "We never
made the same mistake twice,
but we sure lound a lot ol new
ones to make," sighed Lillis. Still
Cabaret was, according to cast
member Mike Gliksman, "quite
a phenomenal achievement "

AND DOING WELL!
DAILY 10AM-9AM
HAPPY HOUR 4-6

WELL DRINKS
BOTTLE mrirp

so*
^

I
SONY
BLACK

I

POOL TOURNAMENTS
TURTLE RACES
IRISH
IS

OUR

COFFEE
SPECIALTY!

all UOP Students Welcome"

^555^acific (in the rear)

$ 139 95

&

WHITE

The convenience
true portability plus 1
rugged
dependabi!
of solid state
tronics make Sony B4
TV a wise choice o1
time. Every Sony 1
bears the unmistakok
mark of quality of
fine craftsmanship-
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-Spangled
Girl
and
u>r f|ies Are Free (which run
"alternate weekends) figure
I ^inently in the future plans of
Miracle Players. II all S oes
II these two shows, along with
* e experimental production of
s
A Midsummer
keS peare'
- s Dream will be taken on
to junior colleges and
tour
theatres
this
immunity
Star

urn11101 • s
Lillis dream is to continue
^touring and leave the theatre
, pacific Avenue as a place to
out new shows, but this is far
the future. For now
mis is content to direct the
lliracle Players, for that is what
m0 st wants to do
There is some question about
.0
long
a
volunteer
rganization can survive, but in
Iking to Joseph Lillis one is
.truck by
his enthusiastic
jealism and hard-headed
alism."There will always be
jlented people looking for a
place to experiment and that's
^at we're here for."

r

caloveras calendar
By DOUG HAVERTY

TODAY
8:15 a.m. Recital
Lora Adams-violin
8 p.m. Berkeley
Stoneground
TOMORROW
8 p.m. Berkeley
Stoneground
APRIL 15 23
Vacation
Puzzle on pg. 10

Jean Pratt and Mike Weening in a scene from BUTTERFLIES.

APRIL 20
8 p.m.: Winterland
Sha Na Na

The Deputy

TUESDAY April 24
8:15 p.m Recital
A
Capella Choir,
Conservatory

A Director's Statement
By Dr. SY M. KAHN
Our production of The
I Deputy employs authentic
| church and Third Reich music,
well as the voice of Adolph
Hitler. Further, the Hungarian
film uses a montage of
photographs taken during the
's in German concentration
camps and Jewish ghettos.
The play itself is based upon
considerable research by the
German author, and the
characters have their precise or
approximate historical parallels.

i:: .

First produced in Berlin in
1963, The Deputy has generated
hot discussion around the world
since that time.
The author suggested that
various characters in the play
perform multiple roles, with the
implication that most persons
have their life roles shaped by
social
pressures,
historical
necessity and the accidents of
birth and circumstance. Change
them and men are changed on
interchanged.

« jllllmi J^RMWWPl"1"11

1 "I I l l l l I mi

receives smoking instructions from Director, Sy Kahn

OOP;Iji

New phone No. DIAL 4-M-O-V-l-t-S
157 West Adams Behind Baskin.
Robbins on Pacific Avenue s Miracle Mile

—Comfortably Heated—

ird & FINAL WEEK — Ends Tuesday

MASH

Elliot Gould
Donald Sutherland
Sally Kellermon

(7:00 S
10:501

LAST YEAR'S BIGGEST OSCAR WINNER!
Mr

(Once
at 9:05)

\

GENE HACKMAN

THE FRENCH
CONNECTION

BARGAIN MATINEE SUNDAY!
(Matinee QQC "French Connection

Only persons of deep
personal moral commitment,
and intense individuality and
conviction can withstand, much
less combat, the enormous
pressures of their time and place.
Were we Germans in the
1930's and 40's, how many of us
would have been Nazis? That
some were not, that some of us
would not be is our final hope and
defense against becoming
simply creatures of the moment,
used by the moment.
During "the Holocaust," the
Jewish designation for those
years of 1939-45, six million Jews,
half
the world's Jewish
population, were murdered. In
the world there was a terrible
silence.
At the end of the Jewish
uprising in the Warsaw ghetto in
1943, a last message was sent out
before its utter destruction. The
author of this message is
unknown, but it ranks as one of
the most painful outcries in
human history.
It said, "The world is silent.
The world knows (it is
inconceivable that is should not)
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WEDNESDAY APRIL 25
Rock n Roll Series: Film
Artist and the System
8:15 Recital
Composer's Club,
Conservatory
OPEN
7 Days

and stays silent. God's vicar in
the Vatican is silent; there is
silence
in
London
and
Washington; the American Jews
are silent. This silence is
astonishing and horrifying."
The Deputy dramatizes
some of the reasons for that
silence, and particulary the
silence in Rome.

490ITZ

46 6-7059
4 26 [ M i l l

ALL | \
SEATSl
TI
TILL
5 P.M.

Tender Chunks of Top Sirloin
with Pinnapple, Bell Peppers,
and Onions on a skewer with our
own Brochette Sauce.

"The Hospital"
Starring George C. Scott
PLUS ----------

"Made for Each Other"
OPEN
7 DAYS
7 h 11:

Steve McQueen and
Ali MacGraw in:

is

"The Getaway"
PLUS ----------

"A Fine Pair"
1. "Stanley"
2. "Astro Zombies"
3. "Alragon"
|. "Conquest ol the Planet
ol the Apes"
2 "The Slocking Moon"

abc *^321
SHERWOOD
Yofcul Awnu* *77 932S

All Day Fri.Sun. <• Holiaay»7Sc

SPECIAL
STEAK-A-BOB

7 A 10:30

HELD OVER
U.O.P.

••••

Students

3rd Week

Only

Reg. $1.89

'1.59
Good Until April 20

(Must Show Your Student Body
Card)

848 West Benjamin Holt
Stockton. Ca.

Walter

Matthau
Carol
Burnett
"Peten'Tillie"
All about love and marriage! A UNIVERSAL
PICTURE
TECHNICOLOR •
PAN AVlStONP

7:15 and 9:30

••

EVERY DAY

April 13
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Blue Bear Walties' Orchestra Electrifies Rock H Roll Fans 0
The Rock 'n' Roll Series
presented another interesting
aspect ol its spring semester
program on Wednesday, April 4.
Blue Bear Waltzes' Electric
Orchestra and Folk Chorus,
featuring Wolfgang and Strauss,
lectured in the afternoon and
gave a concert in the evening.
The Rock 'n' Roll Series is
sponsored
by
the
Communication
Arts
and
THE LECTURE
The Rock 'n' Roll class, held
in Raymond Great Hall, sat and
gazed upon the stage setting for a
twenty piece rock and roll band
that included a 24 channel PA
system and an array of cords and
amplifiers for string instruments
only:
piano,
violins, bass,
acoustic and electric guitars.
The band introduced itself
with a song called "Chicken

Town", then gave itself a warm
applause (they later explained
that in some clubs the band had
outnumbered the audience, so
self applause was in order.) The
Steve Strauss, leader and
instructor, and "Mr. Ming" (Dan
Paik, the conductor) entered and
the band played another
introduction, followed, of course,
by their sincere applause. I
might add that the term
"bizarre" was used in the
program to indicate some of the
bank's
behavior.
Quite
appropriate.
"Professor" Strauss began
his lecture by explaining, "You
can't talk about rock and roll
behind its back," thus the
accompanying
demonstration
which vividly illustrated the
substance of Strauss' words. The
amusing

lecture

seriously

village sports
WE HAVE ALL THE BEST
FOR

BACKPACKERS:

VASQUE
BAGS,

BOOTS,

KELTY,

CAMP 7

AND

THE

VERY

WHITE

STAG

TENTS.

299 LINCOLN CENTER

LINES

DOWN
BEST

PHONE 478-5615

((•o Down Pacific lo Lincoln Shopping Center,
We're across from The Big Slide.)

By DAREN MCGAVREN
lived near the Bear River.
discussed
the
topics,"How Wolfgang is a German shorthan
Rock'n 'Roll will stant How it pointer that howls when the band
restores the spirit/Why it is plays "No Regrets," his favorite
America's last music ot
number.
revival/How it came about /Its
Steven Strauss formed
nature and mysteries revealed^
Wolfgang and Strauss, a fourAs Strauss discussed the piece rock band, with his pianist
historical origins of rock and roll brother, Richard, and a bass
and some music theory, Mr. player and drummer.
They
Ming" conducted the band s began giving music lessons on
coinciding demonstrations. At the side and their success
the end of each demonstration, prompted them to start the Blue
Strauss would utter, "Thank you, Bear Waltzes School of Genuine
Mr. Ming," upon which the
Music,
a
college
of
conductor would execute a low
approximately 70 students who
bow, being immediately honored
a tuition of $40 a month to
in Oriental style by the soft crush pay
play, listen to, write, theorize,
of the drummer's gong
and practice their kind of music.
The music theory was
The college is located at 2403
aimed at the non-musician and
Ocean Avenue in San Francisco.
was thus rudimentary. At one
The Electric Orchestra and
point, however, Strauss had the
Folk Chorus is comprised of
audience clapping 7/4 time,
members of the college and the
something that many rock
proceeds of their performances
musicians have never dreamed
are applied to the ever-present
of using.
The lecture/demonstration deficit under which the college
proved to be the most interesting operates. Every student isgiven
class I've attended in four years the opportunity to play with the
at
UOP.
THHIS
MAY band; it has performed with up to
'CERTAINLY
BE
PARTLY thirtv musicians.
ATTRIBUTED TO PERSONAL
THE CONCERT
INTEREST IN THE SUBJECT
The company of musicians
MATTER,
BUT
THE
returned to their instruments at
COMBINATION OF HUMOR 8:15 p.m. to play some of what
AND A LIVE
will be among the most
DEMONSTRATION WITHTHE
ref reshingy original music on the
LELECTURE
WAS
AN
market when their first album is
UNDENIABLE ATTENTION- released this spring.
GRABBER.
Generally, rock is starved
for highly organized and
meticulously composed music.
Since the name "Blue Bear These qualities define the band's
Waltzes' Electric Orchestra and
style and mark them as in my
Folk Chorus featuring Wolfgang
numble opinion, certianly the
and Strauss" is decidedly
best group Stockton has seen this
confusing, I did some research
year.
into the history o f the giant rock
The intention of Blue Bear
band. Blue Bear Waltz stems Waltzes is not to produce
.from Johann Strauss' ""Blue superstars, but rather music that
Danube Waltz." Its originator
reflects the collective ideas of a
groups of serious musicians.

study
a language

this summer

in Monterey

Cool summer days, the great natural beauty and the
cultural traditions of the Monterey Peninsula form an
ideal setting for language learning at the Monterey
Institute of Foreign Studies, a fully accredited,
private liberal arts college.
Intensive training is offered in basic language skills by a
faculty composed exclusively of native speakers. Special
emphasis is placed on conversation. Small classes provide
a rare opportunity for personalized instruction.
PROGRAM I:

Elementary/Intermediate
(16 semester units).
Open to all students interested in acquiring a basic
knowledge of the language.
PROGRAM II:

Intermediate/Advanced
(14 semester units).

Open to students who have completed one year of
college level language study, or the equivalent.
(Not offered in Chinese or Japanese.)

Thus the audience witnessed n
Winterland
screaming g uit .°
leads, however good, not J.
Edgar
Winter-like
Vocai
0
eccentricities.
Their
if"
commanded such respect for the
audience that, at one point, when
Strauss appealed to the audience
not to rush the tempo with their
clapping, they actually slowed
down and evened the pace.
If one were to have observed
any single musician throughout
piece (except at the end of the
concert when looser material
was played), he would have
found that the musician was not
completely intent upon his
playing
and oblivious to i
everything else. Instead, the
musician is evidently conscious
of the entire piece, and all of the
other
musicians,
and
contributors
within
this
expanded framework. Even the
maracas were played in a
complex and structured pattern,
conscious of the whole.
Hopefully some of those who
attended the Rock 'n'Roll Series'
Ralph Gleason
presentation
April 2, will pick up The Electric
Orchestra and Folk Chorus
album when it is released. They
will then discover that "just two
rock and roll bands" could never
represent all rock music, and
that rock music can be far from
mediocre.
The Associated Students <
the School of
Education
recently elected the following
students to serve as officers for
the 1973-1974 school year: Debbie
Stevens, President; Sue Smith,
Vice president; Jane Dyer,
Secretary; and Kathy Attaway,
Treasurer.
These elected
officers will be joined by two
appointed officers to form the
Commission of the Associated
Students of the School of
Education.

SeyevtUU

ARABIC
CHINESE
FRENCH
GERMAN
ITALIAN
JAPANESE
PORTUGUESE
RUSSIAN
SPANISH
ESL

LIQUOR - WINE
WINE - DBJCATESSEN
Party Supplies - Groceries Keg Beer • Free Delivery

L

129 I. JAMESTOWN
,Uf.

PHONE 479-3279

STOCKTON, CM*.

\

A

Porsche

Enrollment is limited so send
for full information TODAY...
To: Dean of Admissions

Monterey
10 weeks Institute
June18to of Foreign
August 25 Studies
P.O. Box 1978 Dept S
Monterey, CA 93940

TRAVALE PORSCHE/AUDI
907

N.

EL

DORADO, STOCKTON, CALIF. (209) 948- 5190
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pjamondmen Invade Santa Barbara
By JIM MCCARTNEY
pacific's baseball team, 1711 ov"erall and 5-4 in league play
taking two of three games
liter
San
Diego State last week,
join
I'll travel to Santa Barbara this
,eekend for a three game series
(ith the UCSB Gauchos.
The two teams will meet in a
iingle game Friday at 2:30 and
ien clash
in
a
noon
joubleheader Saturday.
Santa Barbara, which won
jePCAA title last year., has been
ling its problem this season,
ley are only 1-5 in league piay.
Left field has been somewhat
0f a problem for the Tigers this
season as four different players
lave manned that position since

the season began. Stubbshasnot
found someone who can "hit
consistently.

Mike Backovich began the
season in left.field, but was
leplaced by Bob Bloomer. More
recently Tom Sperry and Ken
Marshall have played there
Stubbs says he plans to use
Bloomer against right-handed
pitchers and somebody else
against left-handers.
Last Friday Rod Bovee
improved his record to 6-2 with a
4-1 triumph over the Aztecs. Bill
Ringer batted in two runs and
Mike Walsh and MacDonald
batted in one apiece. Ringer has
been the most consistent hitter
for Pacific lately and has now

improved his average to .287.
In the first game of
Saturday's doubleheader Bill
Keim lost his first game of the
year after five wins in a 3-1
decision to San Diego. UOP won
the second game with Pete
Martinez squaring his record at
3-3. MacDonald was the hitting
hero with a two-run single.
Shortstop Ron Zakoor has hit
four homers this season, not
three as was erroneously
reported last week, and has tied
the UOP season record. Franz
Vaiarello is the leading hitter
with a .337 average; AZakoor is
second at .333 and Walsh is third
at .303.

Friday, April 13
BASEBALL, vs. CSB, there, 2:30 p.m.
GOLF, Nevada-Reno, Stan. State, Reno, 1 p.m.
Saturday, April 14
BASEBALL, UCSB, (dh), there 12 noon
TRACK, Woody Wilson Relays, Davis, all day
Monday, April 16
BASEBALL, vs. Cal Poly SLO, there, 7 p.m.
Thursday, April 19
BASEBALL, at Fresno Easter Tourney
Tuesday, April 24
BASEBALL, vs. Sac State, here, 2:30 p.m.
TENNIS, (MEN), vs. UC-Davis, here2 p.m.
Thursday, April 26
TENNIS (MEN),' vs. Stanislaus State, here, 2 p.m.

The
second
annual
intramural
table
tennis
championships were decided in
the gym last Tuesday. Topseeded Art McCartney arose as
the winner in the A division,
while Dean Hunt captured top
honors in the B's. McCartney was
provided with tough competition
from Kissoo Oh and Wolfgang
Gartner, while Hunt had to
defeat Gene Nakagawa and
George Gee to claim first prize.

Should you pre-register for

HUMAN SEX

The SAE Lions, intramural C champions. Left to right, back row:
Jerry Eagans, Gordon Luke, Gordon Lewis, Bud Starr, front row:
Mike Sabin, George Lawson, John Williams, Butch Drake.

Tennis Teams Hit
Last week things were
coking much brighter for the
N's and women's teams. The
'omen zipped past Stanislaus
^te 6-0, adding another win to
41 already impressive record
,Jl's season. The girls have been
Wned only by Stanford, Fresno
'"d San Jose State, all three tops
"heir league.
The
men
also
gave
^nislaus an 8-1 shake-up last
jjes', then breezed past USF
°ni they had defeated earlier
"he season. The singles players
^ually won the match for UOP,
a strong middle line-up,
^hecially pete Bohlinger, Steve
!|essler, Doug Kirk and Mark
leser playing 2nd, 3rd, 4th and
spots. Doubles teams were
'led around to allow some of
e second-string
players to

compete, but they had no trmble
increasing the lead over USF,
making the final score 7-2.
Saturday, the wind and the
Univ. of Santa Clara arrived at
match time, making it a hectic
day for both sides. UOP was
narrowly upset 5-4 by an
impressive opposition. Coach

fBourbon Street]
j
Liquors
• LIQUORS

for next fall?
NOT A LAB COURSE

Ricks was not too happy with his
players' matches, and feels they
could have done better,
especially in doubles,
matches were tied, with Randy
Widegren, Steve Kessler and
Terry Cater turning in winning
scores, but the doubles teams
were unable to pull ahead for an
overall victory.

FEP 105

Pohlman

DOES THE 1040 FORM
TAX YOUR ARITHMETIC? TRY
OUR ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR.

>¥¥¥¥*g¥ THE BEST ***'
IN FOOD - BEER

With this coupon

MIXES
KEG BE

$1.00 OFF

ICE

Combination Pizza

On Any Large

3826 WEST LANE 464-3886,
!L

DINO'S

5nir VALUABLE COUPON

glARGE HAMBURGER

-

DvCj

BIG SYD'S
Pacific Ave
^! 4227 rauiiv

12 Noon M T W Th

& PIZZA

I WINES

with onion rings or french fries
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A general introduction to Human Sexuality.

Closed Mon.
Tues.- Thurs. 11 A.M. -11 P.M.
Fri. - Sat. 11 A.M. -1 P.M.
Sun. 4 P.M. -10 P.M.

Adds, subtracts, multiplies,
ONLY
divides; does mixed
calculations. Has a 10-digit $ "7Q95
'
read-out, 4-position (decimal
control, direct credit balance.
Revolving Ch.rge.Custom Charge . BanhAmencard .Master Charge . Lavaway

75SS PacificAvenue
(Next to Pantworld)

476-M71
wmm

478-4111

WEBERSTOWN MALL

478-1726
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PSYCH-OUT

Maintenance
;

By RICK INGRAHAM

Your meeting is moving along very well: activities are planned,
dates set, and all of the group members appear enthusiastic^ You
repress any objections or criticisms which you have becaus you do not
want to spoil group cohesiveness. You then pat yourself on the back
for being such an unselfish individual. But maybe your group is
experiencing what social psychologist Irving Jams calls
"groupthink".
.
Groupthink occurs when the members become so involved witn
the togetherness of the group that realistic critical thinking is
abandoned. Concurrence-seeking becomes all-important, no one
wanting to disturb what Janis terms the "cozy, 'we-feeling
atmosphere". Group morale may be very high but independent
objective thinking and realistic appraising are sacrificed.
Are our political and military leaders immune to this
phenomenon? Janis thinks not and after intensive historical research
he has claimed that the U.S. disasters of Vietnam, the Bay of Pigs,
and Pearl Harbor were the results of groupthink occurring in U.S.
leadership. Investigations have revealed that many symptons and
attitudes common in groupthink situations were present in leadership
circles prior to the decisions resulting in these U.S. tragedies.
Witn groupthink there comes the illusion of invulnerability and
inherent morality. President Johnson's presssecreatry, Bill Moyers,
said that in the Johnson cabinet there was a firm belief that when
faced with our power the North Vietnamese would quickly back down.
When intelligence notified the Pearl Harbor admiral, H.E. Kimmel,
that they had lost track of the Japenese aircraft carriers the admiral
joked about it and suggested that perhaps they were at Honolulu. (At
the time the carriers were heading toward Hawaii at top speed.)
When chief advisor Arthur Schlesinger expressed doubts about the
morality of the Bay of Pigs adventure he was ignored. In selecting
bomb targets in North Vietnam, the Johnson administration was
somehow able to justify bombing civilians. With groupthink Janis
claims the group's attitude becomes "How can this fine group of ours,
with its humanitarianism and its highminded principles, be capable
of adopting a course of action that is inhumane and immoral?"
The dangers of groupthink, the "desperate drive for consensus at
any cost," will be amplified by what risks a group is willing to take.
Many group studies indicate that when making decisions groups are
much more likely to take risks than individuals faced with the same
decision. Taking this into account with groupthink, group decisions
may be risky and erroneous.

cont. from pg. 1

held on December 18,1972 under
the direction of the Nationa
Labor Relatvns Board. 53 votes
were cast against the Union and
44 were cast for it.

Since that time the Union has
filed charges that unfair labor
practices did occur during the
period prior to the election, and
has brought UOP to court. The
case was heard before a Federal
Court Judge on March 27, 1973
and as yet no ruling has been
made.
If UOP is found guilty ol
employing unfair labor practices
the old election will be
considered tainted and a new
election will be held. If they are
found innocent the old election
will be considered valid and the
Service Employees Union will
have to wait a year before they
can come back on campus. The
NLRB should announce their
decision within the next few
months.

ATTENTION
Any woman interested in
contributing
poetry,
prose,
music, art or crafts for the
ASUOP Cultural Fair, May 4 and
5, please contact the following
people by Tuesday, May 1:
Poetry, prose and music, call
Penny at 478-2669; arts and
crafts, call Tonie at 464-9509; for
general information, call Kea at

fl/jOy/*

CoveUstudents recently explored Pan American problems in a recent
mock OAS meeting and voted not to allow the entry of Cuba.

Carpet Remnants
ANY SIZE
COLOR AND
SHAPE 464-5707

, find out
for yovrmlfl
Stockton's ONLY

Remnant Specialty Store

540 N. Union «1

540.

463-2814.

CLASSIFIE

ANNOUNCE MENTS

Big Savings: Visit your local ASUOP
Travel Service. Get away to almost
anywhere at big savings. Mon.-Fri.
12-2 at ASUOP.
CHARTERS YEAR ROUND
No more club fees! 50 Departures,
also NYC, Japan & Australia. Youth
Fares, too. Since 1959: ISTC, 323 N.
Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Ca. 90210,
(213) 275-8180
ALOHA, KAMAAINA SENIORS
For free Information on job
opportunities in Hawaii after,
graduation write to: Kamaaina
Career Opportunity Day, Box 9668,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820.

TERMPAPERS
•tiMrclwd and profaasionally typed.
All writers have a minimum IS, SA
D-'?ALL

COLLECT: 202-333-0201
ALSO AVAILABLE
OUR TERMRARER CATALOG
(OVER 3.000 ON FILE)
We will not sand the name paper to
tho earn# school twice. ORDER NOWI
Sand 01.00 to cover postapo and hand
ling lor your catalog.
TERMRARER LIRRARV, INC.
3100 "O" Street, N.W.
Washington. D. C. 20007

SPANISH OR MATH
We stock
typewriters in Spanish, French,
Hebrew, Japanese, Math, and script,
at no extra charge. Rent to try before
you buy!
San Joaquin Business
Machines, 130 N. California, 465-5881

FOR SALE
For Sale: Bundy clarinet. Very nice
condition. Asking $150. 951-0266.
For Sale: Smith-Corona portable
typewriter. Good condition. $60. Call
477-8597 after 6 p.m.
Posters: Cover your cruddy walls
with our beautiful posters. Family
Book Store in Weberstown Mall.
For Sale: 5 gal. fish tank with all
'accessaries included. Reasonably
priced. Call Rick at 466-1619.
For Safe: '72 Honda SL-70 cycle. $285.
Also '71 Honda CB-100 street cycle.
$230. Both excellent shape. Call 4777957.

SERVICES
Typing: Will do typing in my home.
Also, do poster work for churches,
schools, organization. Call 477-1760
Expert Typing: Genevieve Macias
Dissertations - Theses
Term Papers, etc.
Hours: 6pm thru 10pm
Phone: 478-0354

HOUSING

Sublet Country House: Avaible JuneSept. (ortill Jan.) 31/2bdrms. 15min.
to campus. $l50/mo. Grad students
pref. 369-8319.

HELP WANTED
Help Wanted: Cocktail waitress, 21
years or older. Call Joe Risso at 4781682 or Ray Deluchi at 466-3317.
By EDWARD JULIUS

PART-TIME JOB: The College
Marketing Group, Inc. works with
over 130 publishers, marketing books
to college faculties throughout the
nation. We need responsible,
resourceful persons to conduct
marketing research surveys on local
campuses, and help with our
traveling book displays when they
are in your community. Position may
lead to management responsibilities
and summer jobs, and maybe even a
career.
Apply for this position, send resume
(including three faculty references)
to: John Graham, College Marketing
Group, 198 Ash St., Reading, Mass.
01867.
An
Equal
Opportunity
Employer.

VW Service on campus for less.
Tune-ups, valve adjustments and
brakes. Jeff Stagg 462-6785.

Help Wanted: If you are interested it
earnin^from $100 to $1,000 and up in
your spare time call 478-7566.

Learn To Fly! Low Rates! Private
pilots license and advanced ratings.
Certified flight instructor. For
information call Steve Kander - Ph.
9510281

MONEY! You can earn over $30,000
with
NO
sweat.
Crazy!??
Impossible? Illegal? It is not! Call
462-9346. Ask for Clark. If not there
leave a message and number tocall.

ACROSS
1. Lukewarm
6. Fish
11. Bathhouse
12. Olympic Champ
14. Night Club
15. Skilled Workman
17. Soon
18. Hebrew Letter
20. Sambal Language
21. To Givei Sp.
22. Bandleader Pollack
2 3 . Movie Studio
24. Fencing Sword
26. American Statesman
28. Herb
29. Electron Tube
31. Deaths
33• Spanish Digit
34. Feel Sick
35« Harmonic Relation
39• POW Camps
43. French State
44. Eschews
46. Biblical Well
47.
Vivant
48. Woman's Name
49. Siamese 1 Var.
50. Single
52. Mr. Kostelanetz
54. Entice
55« Broke Off from
57. Confined
59* Long For
6 0 . Expunged
61. Fur Merchant
62. Exclude

DOWN
1. Small Stool
2. Israeli Politician
3.
Value
4. Don Juan's Mother
5 . Of a Known 7ear
6.
Glass
7. Midwest Belt
8. Decay
9. Leave Out
10. Wants
11. Appetizer
1 3 . Northerner
14. Military Student
16. Corners
19. Longing For
2 5 . Burst Forth
26. Smells
2 7 . Irish Poet
28. French City
30. Mrs. Lennon
32. Italian Pronoun
35. Picture Game
3 6 . Made Amends For
3 7 . Cure-all
3 8 . Speak Vehemently
39. Tangled
40. More Shrewd
41. Equipped
42. Hit Pop Fly
45. German Conjunction
51. Fewer
. ht
52. Pertaining to Flig"
53. Ireland
.
54. Movie Schizophrenic
56. Surnamedi Fr.
58. Fairy Queen

answers on pg. 7
\

ASUOP "Wei Service AHwrwHves

EUROPE

1. $85 flight from Oakland to New York on June 5—1 way—sign up
2. $169 flight from Oakland to Brussels on June 17—1 way-sign up
3. $289 flight from Oakland to Brussels-Paris to Oakland-ROUND TRIP—leave
June 19 return Sept. 1 75 glorious days overseas i

4. $289 flight Oaklandor L.A. to Brussels-Paris to Oakland or L.A.-ROUND TRIPleave July 3 return Sept. 1
61 marvelous days overseas!
5. $144 flights from Paris to Oakland—-1 way—on all sorts of dates
6. ALL SORTS of other round trip flights
95 (ninety-five) days in advance

only hitch is you must sign up

7. STUDENT ID CARDS-ready in minutes-saves you $$$ in sleeping, eating, sight
seeing, tours, inter-European flights etc. etc...
8. EURAIL PASS—another biggie money-saven-this year a special Student Eurail
Pass
9. YOUTH HOSTEL CARD-ready in minutes, a must for the hitch-hiker touring Europe
a la auto-stop
10. INTER-EUROPEAN FLIGHTS-run by European student organizations and therefore
priced for the student pocketbook—nicefl
11. MOTORCYCLE-purchase or lease
12. AUTO-purchase or lease with up to a $95 discount available 'cuz of your
student status! ot
Sacfct/0S
13. JOB PLACEMENT ABROAD-if $ is a hassle or adventure is in Y°ur blood why
not spend the summer waiting tables in Germany or picking grapes
with the French ?
14. TOUHS-all kinds, shapes and
operated«touring-company.operated«around Europa**Sussia

Israel

etc.

15. BOATS to and from Europe-the bounding main, anyone?

PLUS

16. $350 flight
leave
leave
leave

L.A.
June
July
Aug.

to
25
1
5

-Tokyo to L.A.-ROUND TRIP
return Sept. 1
return Aug. 1
return Sept.

Tokyo

Men

17. $475 ROUND
leave
leave
Leave
18.
19.
20.

TRIP to HONG KONG
L.A. to Tokyo
Aug. i
Tokyo to Hong Kong Aug.
Hong Kong to L.A. Sep .
..
-air fare and accommodations INCLUDED!!
HAWAII-vacation for 8 days-only $229
• fare and accommadations included-$60 off reg. pr.
ACAPULCO-5 days for $199 ~air fare
, ai«7 -ditto the above only you-re saving $65!
MEXICO CITY for only $ib/
•
.
TER-includes everything except sleeping
$95 camping trip to ®Jazatlan °s APRIL 6
bag and booze-deadline
h rter flights to Hawaii, discpunts at Disneywork
C
and we're
^! °£ t South America etc. etc
land, charter flights to
roT

21.

-ASVOP
TravelSen/ice

FAS

